Magnetosomes are intracellular, iron-rich, membrane-enclosed magnetic particles that allow magnetotactic bacteria to orient in the earth's geomagnetic field as they swim. The magnetosomes of most magnetotactic bacteria contain iron oxide particles, but some magnetotactic species contain iron sulfide particles instead. Phylogenetic analyses of small subunit ribosomal RNA sequences showed that all known magne~otactic bacteria of the iron oxide type are associated with the a subgroup of the Proteobacteria in the domain Bacteria. In contrast, uncultured magnetotactic bacteria of the iron sulfide type are specifically related to the dissimilatory sulfate-reducing bacteria within the 8 subdivision of the Proteobacteria. These findings indicate a polyphyletic origin for magnetotactic bacteria and suggest that magnetotaxis based on iron oxides and iron sulfides evolved independently. (1) is the result of a permanent magnetic dipole moment that causes a cell to be oriented in the earth's geomagnetic field as it swims (2). The magnetic dipole moment is caused by
the presence of magnetosomes (3), intracellular, iron-rich, membrane-enclosed magnetic particles. In most magnetotactic bacteria, the particles consist of the ferrimagnetic iron oxide magnetite (Fe J 0 4 ) (4-8). However, some magnetotactic bacteria collected from sulfidic, brackish-to-marine aquatic habitats have recently been found to contain iron sulfide particles (9, 10) , including ferrimagnetic greigite (Fe J S 4 ) (9, 11, 12) and nonmagnetic pyrite (FeS z ) (9, 11) . Although magnetotactic bacteria of both the iron oxide and iron sulfide types are frequently found in the same habitats, they grow in discrete locations, as indicated (27) from 630 aligned, moderately to highly conserved nucleotide positions. Phylogenetic tree topology was inferred with the least squares distancematrix analyses software of Olsen (28) obtained from the ribosomal RNA database project (29) . Scale bar represents five fixed mutations per 100- by vertical oxygen and sulfide concentration gradients (13) . However, iron sulfidetype magnetotactic bacteria have not been cultivated to date, and their relation to iron oxide-type magnetotactic bacteria has not been described. Magnetotactic bacteria were collected from sulfidic, brackish-to-marine sediment and water from various coastal sites in New England with the use of a modified racetrack technique (14) . A magnetotactic, many-celled prokaryote (MMP) (15, 16) was collected in large numbers, but could not be cultured. Transmission electron microscopy and energy-dispersive x-ray analysis of the magnetosomes in this organism showed that the magnetosomes contained only iron and sulfur, consistent with the presence of greigite and pyrite (9) . Three magnetotactic cell types were also isolated and cultured for comparative purposes. These included the first coccoid strain to be cultured axenically, designated MC-1 (17) , and two vibrioid strains, designated MY-1 (8) and MY-2 (17) . Transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction have determined that strains MC-l and MY-2 contain particles of magnetite (18) .
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Nucleic acids were purified from magnetotactic bacteria, and the small subunit ribosomal RNA genes (ssu rRNA) were amplified, cloned, and sequenced (19) . Distance-matrix (Fig. lA) and maximum-parsimony analyses (Fig. lB) of the ssu rRNA sequences of the cultured, iron oxide-type magnetotactic bacteria indicated that these bacteria were members of the ex subdivision of the Proteobacteria (20) in the domain Bacteria. The rRNA sequences of the magnetite-containing vibrioid strains MY-l and MY-2 were identical and fell within the ex subdivision. However, these strains were not closely related to any previously characterized magnetotactic species, including the magnetotactic spirilla Magnetospirillum (formerly Aquaspirillum) magnetotacticum (21) and M. gryphiswaldense (22) or to several uncultured magnetotactic cocci (23) . Unrestricted rRNA sequence similariry values between strain MY-1 and other ex Proteobacteria ranged from 0.83 to 0.87. The magnetite-containing coccus, strain MC-l, was more peripherally related to the ex Proteobacteria group. Ribosomal RNA sequence similarities between strain MC-l and its closest relatives, a group of different, uncultured, freshwater magnetotactic cocci Phylogenetic analyses of the ssu rRNA sequence of the MMP indicated the affiliation of this bacterium with the 8 subdivision of the Proteobacteria (Fig. 1 ). This iron sulfide-type magnetotactic bacterium was specifically related to the dissimilatory sulfate-reducing Proteobacteria and shared the highest rRNA sequence similarity with Desulfosarcina variabilis (unrestricted rRNA sequence similarity = 0.91; Fig. 1 ). Direct sequencing of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-amplified ribosomal DNA obtained from a magnetically enriched, monotypic cell collection containing only the morphologically conspicuous MMP showed the amplification of only one rRNA sequence rype. The sequences of ssu rRNA gene clones obtained from two separate magnetically enriched samples [obtained September 1990 (MMP 1990 ; Fig. 1 ) and August 1991 (MMP 1991; Fig. 1 )J showed greater than 99% similarity to one another and to the direct PCR sequence. A fluorescein-labeled oligonucleotide probe complementary to an 18-nucleotide diagnostic region within this rRNA sequence was used to verify the phylogenetic idenrity of the MMP. All magnetotactic morphotypes in magnetically enriched samples bound a Texas red-labeled, eubacterial-specific probe (25) (Fig. 28) , indicating that these cell types contained intact and accessible target rRNA. However, only the MMP cells bound the MMP-specific oligonucleotide probe labeled with fluorescein (Fig. 2C) .
The type of magnetosome mineral appears to reflect phylogenetic affiliation. All iron oxide-type magnetotactic bacteria examined in this study and elsewhere (21) (22) (23) are specifically affiliated with the a subdivision of the Proteobacteria. In conrrast, the iron sulfide-type MMP is affiliated with the dissimilatory sulfate-reducing bacteria in the l) subdivision of the Proteobacteria. The data suggest that iron sulfide-type magnetotactic bacteria (11, 12) other than the MMP are also probably associated with the dissimilatory sulfate-reducing Proteobacteria. Because the subdivisions of the Proteobacteria are comprised of four distinct, coherent phylogenetic lineages that have diverged at an unknown time in the past (24, 26) , it appears that magnetotaxis based on iron oxides and iron sulfides has separate evolutionary origins. Moreover, the biochemical basis for biomineralization and magnetosome formation for iron oxide-type and iron sulfide-type bacteria are likely fundamentally different. The advantage conferred by magnetotaxis is presumably an increased efficiency in finding and maintaining position relative to chemical and redox gradients. It is remarkable that both types of magnetotactic bacteria converged on similar solutions to the problem of magnetotaxis-construction of a permanent magnetic dipole moment sufficient to orient the cell in the geomagnetic field by using different magnetic minerals.
